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Abstract. The effect of magnetic field on the conditions for excitation nf cur
rent oscillations pertaining to the type of slow recombination waves (RW) in 
p-TnSb (Ge) has been studied. It was found that in crossed electric and magnetic 
fields with raising magnetic induction B, the threshold electric field Ee for ex
citation of RW is also increased, and the threshold frequency f c is decreased. 
The observed phenomena are associated with changes of effective iifetimes of 
electrons and holes, and their cross-sectionaly averaged concentrations due to 
deviation and drifting towards the surface of the crystal; this leads to increasing 
the significance of surface recombination. The theoretical dependences Ec( B) 
and f~ ( B) based on these concepts and calculated according to the model of 
slow RW were found to be in agreement with the experimental data. 

1. Introduction 

In p-InSb(Ge) monocrystals of stationary majority-charge-carrier concentration Po ::; 
1013 cm-3 ·and specific conductivity o-0 ::; 10-2 n- 1cm-1 at 77 K we observed current 
oscillations pertaining to the type of slow recombination waves (RW) [ 1] that have been 
predicted theoretically by Konstantinov and Perel [2]. RW represeqt quasi-neutral oscil
lations that rise in bipolar semiconductor plasma when certain threshold-electric-field 
value Ee is reached, provided that stationary concentrations n0 and p0 , and lifetimes 
Tn and Tp of electrons and holes satisfy some given relationships. According to the 
theory [2], RW in p-InSb(Ge) could be observed along linear or nonlinear sections 
of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics with positive differential conductivity. RW 
rise under comparatively low threshold-field values Ee ~ - 10 V/ cm within temperature 
range 77 to 130 K [3 - 5]. Under these conditions the criterion for excitation of RW in 
p-InSb(Ge), ascertained by Konstantinov, Pere! and Tsarenkov [6], is satisfied 

no Vn 
a= -- > 1. (1) 

Po Vp 
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The absolute condition (1) for rising of RW depends on ratios of concentrations n0 , p0 

and on capture frequencies Vn = r.;; 1 , vp = r;; 1 of electrons and holes. The variation 
of these parameters exerts considerable influence upon the conditions for excitation 
of RW. Such an in~uence can be observed under applied magnetic field, which de
flects electrons and holes towards one and the same surface of the crystal. This leads 
to increasing the importance of surface recombination and therefore to changing the 
effective lifetimes and cross-sectionally averaged concentrations of electrons and holes. 

Presented and analysed in this paper are experimental results from the study of the 
effect of transverse magnetic field on Ee and on th.e threshold frequency f e of RW in 
p-InSb(Ge) (the longitudinal magnetic field has no effect on RW). 

2. Experimental Details 

Samples were in the form of parallelepipeds, cut out from ingots perpendicularly to 
the crystallographic axis (lll) by the electric-spark method. Prior to measurements 
they had been treated by a chemical-polishing solution CP-4A for 15 s and then they 
were washec> thoroughly in hot distilled water. Current contacts were soldered with 
pure In. Investigations were carried out at fixed temperature of 80 ± 0.1 K. Crystals 
were refrigerated by a specially designed cryostat (provided with a thennoregulator 
for keeping temperature with accuracy within ±0.1 K) placed between the poles of the 
electromagnet. 

3. Theoretical Background 

According to a linear theory for slow RW, developed by Konstantinov, Peret and 
Tsarenkov [6], the threshold values of the electric field Eoe and the frequency foe 
in the absence of an external magnetic field for a p-type conductivity semiconductor 
are given by the fonnulae 

(2) 

(3) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge, µn and ~lp are the electron 
and hole mobilities. 

Upon application of transverse magnetic field of induction B (Fig. 1), electron and 
holes under the action of Lorentz force FL are deflected towards one and the same wall 
of the crystal (C) with equal ambipolar velocity 

37r 
Va= SEoBµ(µn + µp) , 

µ = µnµp ( n + P) 
nµn+ pµp 

(4) 

(4a) 
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where Eo is the electric field value in the absence of B. Deflection of electrons and 
holes leads to enriclunent of wall C with free charge carriers and respective depletion 
of wall D. As a result of this, the average-over-sample-cross-section electron and hole 
concentrations and the effective capture frequencies Vn and vp change. The flow of 
electrons and holes varies with the field values Band E, and also with the concentration 
gradients. On wall D the flow will depend on the rate of free-carrier generation while 
on wall C - on the rate of surface recombination. 

1---w----; 

Fig. 1. Deflection of electrons ( c) and holes (p) towards wall C of the 
sample under the action of Lorentz force FL in crossed magnetic field 
B and electric field E 

On the basis of described influence of B and using the essential results from the 
paper by Karpova, Kalaslmikov, Konstantinov and Pere! [7], we shall transform Eqs (1-
3) so as to derive expressions for the threshold field Ee and the threshold frequency 
f e for the case of slow RW excitation in magnetic field. 

The quantity Ee depends on the existence-times of free electrons in the conduction 
band and of holes in the valence band. In the absence of magnetic field such free
charge-carriers-existence-times are their lifetimes. When the magnetic field is applied, 
the drift-time of carriers towards the surface (C), which depends on th~ sample width 
w (Fig. 1) and on Va becomes important. If this drift-time happens to be less than 
the lifetime contingent upon recombination in the bulk, the rate of dispersion of an 
accidental fluctuation in electrons and holes concentrations will be governed by the 
former. There will not be excitation of current oscillation pertaining to the type of slow 
RW and associated with such a fluctuation [2], since the charge carriers will move out 
of the bulk towards the surface in the time which is less than their lifetime. To allow 
for this process, instead of Vn and vp we shall introduce in formula (1) the effective 
values of electron and hole capture frequencies [7] 

* ( Va) Vn= Vn 1 + -- , 
VnW (5) 

* ( Va ) V =V l+--
p p VpW 
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so that 

* n0 v:i, a=--
Pov;; 

(6) 

The effect of alteration of average-over-cross-section charge-carrier-concentration on 
a* can be taken into account in the following manner. Under the influence of magnetic 
field the charge-carrier concentrations will be different from their equilibrium values 

n=no+n' , 

p= Po+ P
1 

• 

Excess concentrations n' and p' can be expressed by the quantity 

M= no p'+ Pon' 
· no+Po no+Po 

as follows: 

where "In and "Ip are given by Eqs (14) from [7]. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

For the particular case of interest - p-type semiconductor with deep impurity levels 
we obtain 

I M 
n=l+a' 

' Po aM 
p =no 1 +a 

(10) 

When the deviation from equilibrium state is small, the rate of surface recombination 
will be proportional to (np)', i.e. to the quantity M. Following [7] for the parameter 
M we obtain the expression 

nva [ 1 1 ( 1 1 ) ( 1 -a2 w 1 -a1w)] (11) 
M = - a D'.1S- - a2S+ - a1 - a2 S+ e - S_ e 

where S_ is the rate of surface recombination on wall D, and S+ - on the wall C. 
Quantities a 1,2 present in (11), are respectively equa! to 

1 ( ~ €) ai = £ V 4 + 1 - 2 ' 

1 ( ~ €) a 2 = £ V 4+ 1 +2 

(12) 
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where L = Ln~, E = Va/ Lvn. Ln is the diffusion length of electrons. Under 
weak magnetic field when Hall-drift length is much smaller than the diffusion length 
(E « 1), fonnula (11) is reduced to 

Al=_ nvaL [(-1 __ l )- (-1 __ l ) ~] . 
w S_ S+ S+ S_ 2Lvn 

(13) 

In the case of strong magnetic field, when the Hall-drift length becomes greater than 
the diffusion length, and depletion spreads over the whole sample (E » w/ L > 1), 
formula (11) is written in the form: 

M _ nvaL [ VnW ( 2L
2
S_ )] ---- 1-- l+--s_ 2va S+w2 . 

(14) 

It should be mentioned tl;at expressions derived for M are valid only within the 
framework of linear theory, when there is an inequality in Va < S± [7]. In the weak field 
range, additionally S± > Lvn/ ~- Otherwise depletion of one wall is compensated 
by enrichment of the other one, due to which, as far as linear theory is applicable, the 
average-over-sample-cross-section charge-carrier concentration remain the same. In the 
strong field region linearization is possible only if S± » vnw/(1 +a). 

By simple calcula!ions, it can be derived from the expressions (5)-(7) and (10) that 
the absolute condition for excitation of slow RW in magnetic field takes the fonn: 

M v 
l+----1+~ 

a* no(l +a) ·wvn 
= a 1 + aM 1 + Va 

no(l +a) wvp 

(15) 

where M is given by fonnula (13) under weak magnetic field, or by (14) under strong 
ones. Assuming that as a first order approximation fln is constant, we finally get for 
the threshold field Ee and the tlireshold frequency f e of slow RW in magnetic field 
fommlae the same in form as in case of absence of magnetic fi;ld. However, in the 
latter case, the quantities Vn, //p and a in expressions for Eoe (2) and foe (3) have to 
be substituted with v:i, v; and a*, given by (6) and (15), respectively. 

4. Experimental Results 

The experimental data used herein have been taken on sample 15PC characterized by 
Po= 3.4 x 1012 cm-3 , µp = 5400cm2/Vs, O"b = 3.7 x 10-3 n- 1cm- 1 at SOK and 
having dimensions 6.45 x 2.24 x 0.1551mn3

. 

Shown in Fig. 2 are the isothennal static I-V characteristics (upper cnrves 1-4), de
pendences of Hall coefficient on the electric field RH(E) (in the middle), and variation 
of conductivity in the presence of magnetic field O" B(E) (lower curves). These curves 
were taken under various fixed values of magnetic induction B: 10 mT - filled circles 
(curves J), 25 mT - empty circles (curves 2), 40 mT - filled triangles (curves 3), and 
200 mT - empty triangles (curves 4). 
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Fig. 2. Isothermal static I-V characteristics J( E) (upper curves 1-4), dependences of Hall co
efficient on the electric field Rtt(E) (in the middle), and variation of conductivity in magnetic 
field <TB(E) (lower curves) taken on sample 15PC at temperature 80 K and under various values 
of magnetic induction B: 10 mT - filled circles (curves 1), 25 mT - empty circles (curves 2), 
40 mT filled triangles (curves 3), and 200 mT - empty triangles (curves 4). Indicated by arrows 
are threshold values of electric field Ee from which excitation of recombination waves (RW) 

begins 
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The transverse magnetic field (B is perpendicular to the wall of the sample whose 
width is w = 2.2·1-mm) significantly changes the course of 1-V characteristics and 
the conditions for excitation of RW. As can be seen in the I - V characteristics, beyond 
Ohm's section where J "' E one can observe three characteristic sections: a sublinear, a 
quadratic (current density J "' E 2), and a step (under B = 2 mT), almost vertical one. 
When transverse magnetic field is applied the linearity of the initial Ohm's section 
is preserved, while all the rest of the I-V characteristics undergoes changes. With 
increasing the magnetic field, the conductivity of the sample lowers, current drops, 
and the sublinearity of the 1- V characteristics become greater: under B = 10 mT, 
J "' E 0

·
8 (curve 1), while under B = 40 mT, J "' E 0·7 (curve 2). Under magnetic field 

B 2: 200 mT, tl1e I - V characteristics straighten and a sublinear section is not observed 
(curve 4). Correspondingly, the Ohm's section elongates towards higher values of the 
electric field, and when B = 200 mT that section spreads up to E = 60 V / cm. 

The dependence crn(E) is illustrated for two fixed values of the magnetic field -
25 mT and 200 mT. If curves crB(E) are juxtaposed with the 1-V characteristics, it 
can be seen that under B = 25 mT with increasing E conductivity remains constant 
within the Ohm's section of the I-V characteristics, wliile along the sublinear section 
of the I-V characteristics er B decreases monotonously, reaches a minimum, and then, 
in the quadratic and step sections of the 1-V characteristics it increases quickly. Under 
B = 200 mT, CTB remains nearly constant up to E ~ 100 V/ cm, and it increases slowly 
in the quadratic section of the 1-V characteristics. 
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Fig. 3. Dependences of threshold electric field Ec(B) for excitation of slow RW in p-InSb(Ge) 
(sample l 5PC with w = 2.24 mm) in transverse magnetic field B at 80 K: solid lines - ex
perimental dependence, dot-and-dash curve - theoretical dependence calculated by formula (19), 
and dashed curve - theoretical dependence calculated by formula (19), the coefficient (22) being 
included 

Curves Rtt(E), taken under various fixed values of magnetic induction depend 
considerably on the average field within sample E = U / l (U is the measured potential 
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drop, l is the sample length). Under E :S 10 VI cm the Hall coefficient is constant. 
With increasing the transverse magnetic field the section R 11 = canst tends towards 
higher values of E: under B = 10,40, 200mT it spreads to E = 5, 10, and 20V/cm, 
respectively. ·upon further raising of E, at first RH decreases, but later on it increases 
abruptly, passes through a maximum, and changes its sign. With incrementing the 
transverse magnetic field, the extremum values of RH decrease, but under B 2: 200 mT 
curves RH (E) get smooth, and minima, maxima, or changes in the sign of RH are not 
observed up to E ~ 200 V/cm. If the course of curves R11 (E) is compared to that 
of the respective I-Y characteristics and dependences <YB(E), it can be seen that the 
maximum values of R 11 prior to the sign change correspond to the sublinear sections 
of the I-V characteristics and monotonous decreasing of <YB(E) (e. g., curves 2, taken 
with B = 25 mT). When the R 11 sign changes a section characterized by a quadratic 
dependence of current density J "' E 2 appears on the I-V characteristics, which is 
evidence for setting in of double injection. Due to the high value of the ratio b = 
11n/ /Lp ~ 100, a comparatively low concentration of injected electrons detennines the 
behaviour of RH in electric and magnetic field [8]. 

Along linear and sublinear sections of the I-V characteristic oscillations of the RW 
type can be observed (the begi1ming of the oscillation process is indicated by arrows 
on the I-V characteristic and on curves Rtt (E)) [ 4). In the end of the linear or in the 
beginning of the sublinear section oscillations having sinusoidal fonn with frequency 
"' 10 kHz and amplitude of several milivolts rise. In the quadratic section the frequency 
of RW remains the same, but their amplitude increases by an order of magnitude. The 
form of oscillations which is sinusoidal in the sublinear section gradually changes 
and becomes nonsinusoidal, while in the end of the quadratic section it turns into 
relaxational one. Thereafter, in the vertical portion of current variation, oscillations 
tum into noise. 
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Fig. 4. Dependences of threshold frequency of slow RW in p-InSb(Ge} on induction B of trans
verse magnetic field fc(B) at 80 K: solid lines - experimental dependence, dot~and-dash curve 
- theoretical dependence calculated by formula (20), and dashed curve - theoretical dependence 
calculated by formula (20), the coefficient (22) being included 
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Shown in Figs 3 and 4 are the respective typical experimental dependences Ec(B) 
and fc(B). Experimental curves (solid lines) were taken with freshly etched surface, , 
immediately after the sample had been treated by CP-4A. The rate of surface recom
bination, detennined by the method described in [9], and independently of it - from 
the ratio of photoconductivity in the short-wave region to the maximum in the strong 
absorption region of p-InSb(Ge) was found to be within the range S = 106 -107 cm/s. 
For the freshly etched sample the rate of surface recombination is S = 2.5 x 106 cm/s. 
These values of S are in the order of magnitude of those obtained by Laff and Fan 
[10] for sample of p-InSb that·ha{!e been chemically polished in CP-4A solution. The 
experimental dependences Ec(B) and fc(B) were taken when the amplitude of RW in 
various magnetic field exceeds noise 2-3 fold. As can be seel\ in Figs 3 and 4, under 
B > 10 mT the threshold field Ee increases while fc decreases with raising of B. If 
the other conditions are equal, the changes of Ee and Jc depend on the state of the 
surface. Under one and the same magnetic field, the value of Ee was found to be lower 
if charge carriers are deviated towards a wall characterized by a higher rate of surface 
recombination. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of DC component of applied voltage U along the length l 
of the sample (l = 6.45 mm), measured by means of a tungsten probe moving 
from the cathode (located at the plot origin) to the anode. Curve 1 was taken 
in the regime of RW excitation in the absence of magnetic field (B = 0) 
while curve 2 - under sufficiently high magnetic field (B > 200 mT) when 
the active region is destroyed and RW disappear 

The amplitude of RW remains constant up to B ~ 50 mT, and then it quickly de
creases while regular oscillations tum into noisy ones, and finally they totally disappear 
[11]. Simultan~ously, the narrow active region (AR), that is characteristic for RW and 
across which the main part of voltage drop within the sample is concentrated, disapears 
too [11]. Forming of AR upon rising of RW causes the experimentally observed sub
linear 1-V characteristics. Presented in Fig. 5 is the distribution of applied voltage U 
along the length l of the sample in the absence of magnetic field and in RW excitation 
regime (curve 1), and when sufficiently high magnetic field B > 200 mT is applied, 
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so that RW disappear (curve 2). The distribution of the DC component of voltage has 
been studied by means of a tungsten probe [4]. The voltage U between the probe and 
the cathode has been measured while the probe has been moving from the cathode to 
the anode. It can be seen that in the regime of RW excitation the greater part of the 
voltage drops across the AR, which is localized in the vicinity of the cathode (curve 1). 
The field, averaged by time, in the AR increases ~ 10-fold compared to the averaged 
along the length of the sample. The AR is fonned when the voltage becomes equal 
to Ee and RW rise. Thereafter, the current depends sublinearly on the voltage, while 
<IB decreases monotonously (Fig. 2). Under . adequately high magnetic field the AR 
destroyed, RW practically disappear and the abrupt voltage drop is replaced by a more 
gradual distribution of voltage along the whole sample (curve 2). These experimental 
results show that the AR is originated by the RW itself. 

5. Discussion 

We shall analyze the experimental curves Ec(B) and fc(B) on the basis of obtained 
theoretical results for the effect of transverse magnetic field on the conditions for the 
excitation of slow RW in p-type semiconductors, allowing for the rise of the AR when 
RW set in. We shall make quantitative calculations for Ec(B) and fc(B) using data 
for sample l SPC. 

In p-InSb(Ge) since b ~ 102 , the condition for weak magnetic field is met for 
electrons under magnetic fields that are two orders .of magnitude lower than those for 
holes. Thus the limitation for a weak field must be stated precisely mainly for electrons. 
For sample 15PC the electron mobility µn = 1 x 105 cm2 /Vs and so, weak magnetic 
field happen to be those with B :::; 100 mT. Under such values of magnetic field and 
under Ee~ 10 V /cm (when B = O), Vn ~ 109 s- 1 .[9], the maximum rate of ambipolar 
drifting of charge carriers reaches values as high as Va~ 106 cm/s. When all walls of 
the sample are treated identically by CP-4A Eq. (13) assumes the fonn: 

In this case the tenns 
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considered case of slow RW excitation in magnetic field take the fonn: 
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(19) 

(20) 

Given in Figs (3) and (4) are the theoretical dependences Ec(B) and fc(B) calcu
lated for sample 15PC by (19) and (20) (dot-and-dash curves). It can be seen that the 
theoretical curves for Ec(B) and fc(B) _are similar in fonn to the experimental ones. 
But at the same time there is an impression that the alteration of threshold parameters 
according to the experimental data takes place at higher than the predicted by theory 
magnetic field. Probably, it is related with the fact that the linear theory which has 
been developed for an infinite sample [2] does not allow for a number of factors: the 
finite sample length, the presence of contacts, the boundary region near the contacts, 
the inhomogeneity of electrical parameters along the length of the crystal [12, 13], the 
fonn of AR, the effect of the surface. Strictly viewed, dimensions l and w should be 
relevant to an AR which could have a complex form. This is confinned by the fact 
that in experiments changing of w does not necessarily lead to a respective change of 
the threshold characteristics. 

The effect of sample dimensions and surface on the effective lifetimes of charge 

carriers can be accounted for if the term Va in (19) and (20) is multiplied by the 
Wllp 

following coefficient [14]: 

lip 
Kp = E S 

LI + µp + _E 
p l w 

(21) 

where Sp .is the maximum rate of surface recombination of holes. For p-InSb(Ge) we 
have assumed Sp~ 106 cm/s. In this case 

(22) 

On the basis of (22), formulae (19) and (20) get a form that allows obtaining of 
a satisfactory correspondence between the experimental data for p-InSb(Ge) and the 
theory (dashed curves in Figs 3 and 4). 
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6. Conclusion 

Studies of the effect of transverse magnetic field on threshold parameters of slow 
RW in p-InSb(Ge) have shown that theory and experiment are in good agreement 
regarding the course of dependences Ec(B) and fc(B).a and the other of magnitude 
of quantities. A satisfactory quantitative confonnity between the experimental data and 
theory is obtained when suitable coefficients are introduced which allow for a number 
of factors and especially the presence of an active region which is originated by the 
recombination wave itself. 
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